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From the Publisher 
This! book! represents! the! second! in! a! series! of! reprints! of! notable! titles! published! by!
Slavica! and! long! out! of! print.!We! are! restoring! these! titles! to! print! and!making! them!
available!as!free!downloads!from!our!web!site,!slavica.indiana.edu,!!in!honor!of!Slavica’s!
fiftieth! anniversary.! Yes,! we! are! officially! middle?aged.! Founded! by! four! graduate!
students!at!Harvard!in!1966,!Slavica!published!its!first!book!in!1968,!Studies(Presented(to(
Professor(Roman(Jakobson(by(His(Students.!To!celebrate!Slavica’s! jubilee,!we!are!releasing!
in!.pdf!format,!no!strings!attached,!scans!of!twelve!out?of?print!titles.!Enjoy!these!books,!
tell!your!friends,!and!feel!free!to!share!them!with!colleagues!and!students.!
Common(Slavic:(Progress(and(Problems( in( its(Reconstruction! is! an!extraordinarily!valuable!
annotated! literature!review.! It! is!dated!only! in! the!sense! that! the! literature!surveyed! is!
now!ȱfifty!ȱyears!ȱolder.!ȱThere!ȱis!ȱnothing!ȱdated!ȱabout!ȱthe!ȱcommentary!ȱon!ȱthe!ȱliterature,!ȱ
and!given!the!relatively!moderate!pace!of!progress!in!historical!Slavic!linguistics!in!this!
era!of!intense!focus!on!linguistic!theory,!a!substantial!portion!of!the!material!surveyed!in!
this!ȱ book!ȱ is!ȱ stillȱ statȱ ofȱ the artȱ withȱ respectȱ toȱ ourȱ understandingȱ ofȱ the!ȱ
historical/comparative!problems.!
Our! sincere! thanks! to!Marianna! Birnbaum! for! graciously! granting! permission! for! this!
reprint.!The!publisher!welcomes!comments!on! this!and!other! forthcoming!out?of?print!
titles!to!be!restored!in!this!series.!
George(Fowler(
Director,(Slavica(Publishers(
Bloomington,(Indiana(
13(April(2016(



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































